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Fat and bone in children – where are we now?
Paul Dimitri. BSc, MBChB,
FRCPCH, PhD
The University of Sheield, Sheield,
United Kingdom

The risk of fracture secondary to low-impact trauma is greater in obese children,
suggesting obese children are at risk of skeletal fragility. However, despite this
finding, there is a lack of agreement about the impact of excessive adiposity on
skeletal development. The combination of poor diet, sedentary lifestyle, greater
force generated on impact through falls, and greater propensity to falls may in
part explain the increased risk of fracture in obese children. To date, evidence
suggests that in early childhood years, obesity confers a structural advantage to
the developing skeleton. However, in time, this relationship attenuates and then
reverses, such that there is a critical period during skeletal development when
obesity has a detrimental efect on skeletal structure and strength. Fat mass may be
important to the developing cortical and trabecular bone compartments, provided
that gains in fat mass are not excessive. However, when fat accumulation reaches
excessive levels, unfavorable metabolic changes may impede skeletal development.
Evidence from studies examining bone microstructure suggests skeletal adaption
to excessive load fails, and bone strength is relatively diminished in relation to body
size in obese children. Mechanisms that may explain these changes include changes
in the hormonal environment, particularly in relation to alterations in adipokines
and fat distribution. Given the concomitant rise in the prevalence of childhood
obesity and fractures, as well as adult osteoporosis, further work is required to
understand the relationship between obesity and skeletal development.
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Over the last few decades, there has been a significant rise in the worldwide prevalence of
childhood obesity, with a notable rise in several low and middle income countries.1,2) In 2010,
43 million children worldwide (35 million children in developing countries) were obese.
The concomitant rise in the incidence of childhood forearm fractures3) has led to a focus on
the relationship between childhood obesity, bone mass, and fracture incidence. Causative
explanations for this higher fracture risk include a greater propensity for falls, greater force
upon fall impact, unhealthy lifestyle including poor diet and a reduction in physical activity,
and excessive adipose tissue exerting direct or indirect detrimental effects on skeletal
development. Importantly, bone mass acquired through childhood and adolescence tracks
into adulthood, and may ultimately determine future osteoporotic risk.4,5) Studies to date have
focused on a number of key questions in an attempt to understand the impact of excess fat on
bone development in children – (1) What is the impact of excess fat mass on bone mass and
skeletal microstructure? (2) Does childhood obesity increase the risk of fracture? (3) What are
the biological mechanisms underpinning the relationship between fat mass and bone mass in
children and young people? (4) Does the relationship between childhood obesity and bone
formation change during growth and development?
Despite a considerable body of bone densitometry data to date, the relationship between
childhood obesity and bone remains controversial. Initial studies in this field suggested that
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rising fat mass improves bone mass, although this did not
explain why obese children are over-represented in fracture
groups.6-9) This observation led to an emerging body of evidence
that fat mass may have a detrimental impact on bone mass
when bone mass and body size were considered. Conflicting
results between studies pointed towards the possibility of
a changing relationship between fat and bone mass during
growth and development. Specifically, the detrimental impact
of childhood obesity on bone mass in children only occurred
as fat mass accumulation reached excessive levels. Moreover,
site-specific fat depots may account for the negative impact
of excessive fat mass on bone development, similar to the
increase in metabolic complications associated with visceral
adiposity. The introduction of imaging modalities that generate
information about bone microarchitecture and indices of bone
strength has pointed towards a differential effect of excess fat
mass on weight bearing and nonweight bearing sites, insights
into the relationship between muscle mass and fat mass, and
detailed alterations in the trabecular and cortical compartments
observed in obese children.10)

The assessment of bone structure and
strength in children
Bone mineral accretion in children is most commonly
assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), because
of low radiation exposure, rapid scan time, availability of
normative data, and widespread availability. 11) It generates
a 2-dimensional planar image, providing measures of bone
mineral content (BMC, g), areal bone mineral density (BMD, g/
cm2), and bone area (cm2), and generates an age-specific z-score
(standard deviation score). While it is readily available, DXA has
technical limitations that lead to challenges in the assessment
of bone mass in children. DXA is a 2-dimensional technique,
which utilizes a planar image to estimate 3-dimensional
structure. Thus, DXA provides a 2-dimensional areal rather
than volumetric calculation of bone size and mass. Areal bone
density (g/cm2) overestimates true bone density (g/cm3) in taller
children with larger bones and underestimates true bone density
in shorter children with smaller bones.12) Given that nutritional
obesity in children results in tall stature during growth, DXA
will inherently overestimate age-specific bone density in this
group. Conversely, when bone measurements are corrected
for age in children whose body size is age-inappropriate,
the interpretation of z-scores can lead to overdiagnosis of
osteoporosis in smaller children. 13) Thus, studies utilizing
DXA have attempted to overcome this issue by correcting for
body size, although no agreement has been reached regarding
the most reliable method to limit size-dependence for areal
BMD.14,15) DXA scanning of obese children and adults may
result in additional inaccuracies due to tissue thickness resulting
in an underestimation of bone mass, failure of the child to fit in
the scanning field leads to position errors, and changes in body
composition during growth that may impact on the longitudinal
measurement of bone mass.15)
The introduction of peripheral quantitative computed tomo-

graphy (pQCT) scanning and subsequently high-resolution
pQCT (HRpQCT) has led to the ability to measure volumetric
parameters of the cortical and trabecular compartments in vivo,
and can evaluate indices of bone strength. The calculation of
bone strength index at metaphyseal sites and strength-strain
index at diaphyseal sites by pQCT have previously been shown
to predict up to 85% of the variance in bone failure properties
in human cadaveric tissues.16) In particular, HRpQCT, with
a spatial resolution of 64 µm, provides a means of virtual invivo 'noninvasive bone biopsy' of the distal radius and tibia,
permitting the evaluation of cortical and trabecular volumetric
components, trabecular connectivity, thickness and spacing,
and cortical porosity. Finite element analysis (FEA) is an applied
computerized model for predicting how an object reacts to
'real-world' forces and other physical effects, assessing the force
required to overload or break the object. FEA works by breaking
down a real object into a large number (thousands to hundreds
of thousands) of finite elements. Mathematical equations then
help to predict the behavior of each element. Computerized
algorithms are then applied to all the individual behaviors
to predict the overall behavior of the object. The application
of µFEA used to determine the biomechanical properties of
the distal radius and tibia supports greater insight into bone
strength and fracture risk in children17,18) and has been used to
assess the impact of fat and obesity on bone microrchitectural
development and strength during growth.19)

Obesity and fractures in children and
young people
Concerns that excess fat mass may have a detrimental effect
on bone development in children originated from observations
that obese children were overrepresented in fracture groups,
6,7, 20-23)
are at a greater risk of fracture,24) and that the risk of
repeated fracture is increased.6,25) At a pragmatic level, this was
thought to be due to the observed abnormalities in gait, increasing the incidence of falls, thus resulting in greater force through
the forearm and resultant fracture in obese children.26-29) Earlier
cross-sectional studies utilizing DXA suggested a negative
relationship between obesity and bone mass in children,6,20-23,30)
although these findings have not been consistent with other
studies demonstrating fat mass is either positively 31,32) or
unrelated to bone mass or density.33,34) Increased fracture risk
and low bone mass in obese children may be exacerbated by
poor dietary intake of calcium and vitamin D, and a more
sedentary lifestyle.35-37) Given that the incidence of childhood
fracture irrespective of body composition is greatest during
adolescence and in males, then the impact of fat mass on
skeletal development should be considered in the context of sex
and age. Forearm fractures peak at mid to late puberty, possibly
due to a transient increase in cortical porosity with a reduction
in the ratio of cortical to trabecular bone in the forearm and an
increase in cortical loading during the pubertal growth spurt
17,38,39)
; peak fracture incidence coincides with these cortical
changes. Recent work using HRpQCT has demonstrated that
children who sustain forearm fractures due to mild trauma
have significant deficits in bone strength at the distal radius
www.e-apem.org
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and significantly thinner metaphyseal cortices.18) Further work
is required at different stages of growth and development to
determine whether skeletal microstructural changes predispose
to skeletal fragility in obese children leading to an increased risk
of fracture upon low impact.

The relationship between fat and bone in
children
When studying the effect that increasing body mass has on
children's bones, 2 outcomes need to be considered: (1) the
relative influence that increasing fat mass or lean mass have on
the size, geometry, mineral content, and architecture of bones,
and (2) whether these changes confer a structural disadvantage,
leading to increased fracture risk. Peak bone mass is achieved
by early adulthood, may determine fracture risk in adults,40) and
is predicted to delay the onset of osteoporosis in later life by up
to 13 years.41) Thus, factors that negatively impact on peak bone
mass accrual during adolescence may result in an increased risk
of fracture and osteoporosis. Due to the significant influence
of heredity and genes on skeletal development, bone mass
'tracks' during growth and development.42) Alteration in body
composition during childhood has been shown to lead to a
deviation from predicted bone mass tracking. Higher lean mass
increases the odds that spinal bone and hip density in boys and
girls deviates positively from the normal 'tracking' trajectory.
Conversely, an increase in the percentage of fat mass either
limits the positive influence of lean mass, or results in a negative
deviation from normal bone mass tracking in both sexes.43)
Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies demonstrate that the
relationship between fat mass and bone may vary according to
age and skeletal development suggesting that the deviation from
normal bone mass trajectory in relation to excess adiposity may
be confined to specific periods during growth and development.
During the first year of life, both fat and lean mass are associated
with gain in total body BMC in both sexes44) with this relationship persisting in prepubertal children.32) As children approach
puberty the positive relationship between excessive fat mass and
bone mass appears to attenuate, and then reverses, albeit this
change may be confined to females.45,46) Moreover, the negative
impact of obesity on bone mass during childhood may occur
earlier in certain ethnic groups47) or as a result of a consistently
unhealthy lifestyle48), which may persist into early adulthood.25)
The comparison of bone mass between obese and normalweight children leads to challenges as obese children reach
their peak height velocity and thus peak bone mass accrual at
an earlier age than lean children of the same age. Thus, obese
children are taller than normal-weight children during growth
and as a result will present with an apparently greater bone
density. A further consideration in studies comparing the bone
mass of lean and obese children relates to the earlier onset of
peak height velocity in females corresponding to an earlier onset
of puberty.49) To overcome the impact that body size has on the
estimation of bone mass assessment using DXA in children,
several adjustment procedures have been used in previous
studies. These include the Mølgaard/Cole model, which uses a
3-stage approach to calculate height for age, bone area for height,
64
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and BMC for bone area,50) the use of multiple regression models
incorporating measures of body size and age,30,51) correcting
BMC for lean mass, 52) creating z-scores for weight and
height,30,53) and using algorithms that covert areal to volumetric
measures. 30) Despite attempts to overcome the inherent
challenges in using DXA to compare difference in bone mass
between lean and obese children, the conflicting results between
studies has led to a more detailed assessment of skeletal structure
and strength, and thus, bone quality to gain further insight into
the higher incidence of fracture in obese children. Studies using
either conventional CT or pQCT suggest a possible site-specific
variation in bone size and strength between obese and lean
children. Conventional CT imaging of 300 adolescent males
and females did not demonstrate a relationship between total
body fat mass and vertebral size.54) In contrast, pQCT imaging
confined to late adolescent females reported that a higher body
fat mass percentage was associated with a significantly smaller
bone size and lower cortical bone strength at the radius and
tibia.55) As with DXA studies, outcomes from pQCT studies are
conflicting. Others have demonstrated that overweight children
(body mass index [BMI]>85th percentile) at an earlier stage
in puberty have greater indices of bone strength measured by
pQCT and that bone strength is adapted to lean rather than fat
mass.
The difference between studies suggests the need to consider
the stage of development at which bone strength is assessed
and the degree of adiposity, which may also relate to pathogenic
changes in metabolic profile. Greater longitudinal gain in fat
mass during puberty appears to have a negative effect on the
cortex of the appendicular skeleton with reductions observed
in cortical BMD, thickness, and area with increasing fat mass.46)
Thus, while an increase in lean mass observed in obese children
may augment bone strength in early years, the pathological
accumulation of fat over time may lead to a diminished effect
of muscle mass on bone, and eventually a detrimental impact
on bone structure and strength as children progress to later
puberty. Furthermore, a curvilinear relationship appears to
exist between the quantity of fat mass and bone quantity and
strength. At much lower fat mass, bone quantity and strength
are reduced as demonstrated in studies of children and
adults with anorexia nervosa.56) Indices of bone quantity and
strength improve as fat and lean mass rises, before reaching
a 'fat threshold' at which additional fat imparts a deleterious
effect on the growing skeleton.47,57) Fat distribution may also
be fundamental in determining bone quality and strength,
reflecting a similar relationship observed between visceral
adiposity, and cardiovascular and metabolic comorbidities.58,59)
Visceral fat appears to result in a lower total body and lumbar
bone mineral density in children,60) and bone density at weight
bearing sites, 57,61) which may be related to the presence of
evolving metabolic complications.62) Thus, the development
of central adiposity over time may account for the deleterious
effect that fat mass has on bone quality and strength observed
in studies that recruit children during adolescence who have
a higher BMI. The accumulation of fat in skeletal muscle may
also serve as another pathogenic fat depot that could impact
bone strength in the developing skeleton. Studies in adults
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demonstrate that a greater fat content within skeletal muscle
predicts hip fracture. 63,64) Moreover, like visceral adiposity,
increased fat within skeletal muscle, specifically intramyocellular
fat stores, is associated with impaired glucose tolerance and type
2 diabetes.65,66) Further work is needed to determine the impact
of skeletal muscle fat on bone in children. However, emerging
evidence suggests that skeletal muscle fat may serve as another
pathogenic fat depot on trabecular bone development in
children,67) and that this may be a risk factor for skeletal fragility
and fracture.68)
Results from HRpQCT studies provide further insight into
the impact of childhood obesity on the microarchitectural
changes observed in the developing skeleton. In comparison
between lean and obese children, Dimitri et al.19) demonstrated
microarchitectural reorganization of bone was primarily
confined to the trabecular compartment in obese children. In
comparison with normal-weight children, obese children had
thinner trabeculae, but the trabeculae were greater in number
and more closely spaced, although this finding was confined
to the distal tibia. Further evidence suggested that these tibial
trabecular changes may result in a reduction in skeletal strength.
Consistent with work published by Farr et al.69) there was no
difference in cortical or trabecular microstructural parameters
between lean and obese children. Furthermore, indices of
strength assessed by microfinite element analysis at the radius
were not different between the 2 groups, suggesting that the
strength of the distal radius does not commensurately increase
with excessive gains in fat mass during growth. This potentially
leads to a mismatch between the strength of the radius and
the load experienced by the distal forearm during a fall, a
load which is greater in obese individuals in part explaining
why obese children are more prone to fracture. Thus, in the
future, carefully designed longitudinal studies are required to
determine the impact of excessive fat mass on bone that take
into account the age and sex of the children studied, their stage
of puberty, the quantity and distribution of fat mass, and adverse
metabolic parameters that may influence skeletal changes.

Childhood obesity, adipokines,
and skeletal development
Adipokines are cytokines secreted by adipose tissue. Of those
that have been discovered, leptin and adiponectin appear to
have both a direct and centrally mediated influence on skeletal
metabolism. Earlier in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated
that leptin acts directly via osteoblast receptors on human
marrow stromal cells to promote osteoblast proliferation and
differentiation,70) while inhibiting adipocyte differentiation and
osteoclastogenesis through generation of osteoprotegerin.71,72) In
contrast, in vivo studies in tail-suspended rats demonstrated that
the amount of fat and thus leptin, may have a dose-mediated
effect on skeletal metabolism; lower concentrations of leptin
appear to be osteoprotective, but at higher concentrations,
bone loss is increased by bone resorption and reduced bone
formation. 73) Thus, the curvilinear relationship between
escalating fat mass and skeletal architecture described earlier
appears to be mimicked by escalating concentrations of leptin,

thereby pointing to a possible direct role of leptin in skeletal
metabolism in children and adolescents. Furthermore, this
relationship may explain why in studies of obese children, high
levels of circulating leptin are associated with a reduction in
bone mass, trabecular thickness, and an increase in cortical
porosity, 19,30,74) but in studies of children of normal body
weight, the same relationship is not observed.70,75,76) Studies
in animal models demonstrate centrally mediated control of
skeletal metabolism by leptin. Earlier studies pointed towards
leptin exerting an antiosteogenic effect through a sympathetic
hypothalamic relay.77) Such a relationship was supported by
evidence that patients with reflex sympathetic dystrophy, a
disease characterized by high sympathetic tone, are prone to low
bone mass, yet some cases can be mitigated by beta-blockers.78)
However, subsequent evidence emerged that sympathetic
efferent pathways emerging from the hypothalamus had
regulatory control of skeletal metabolism by also inhibiting
osteoblast proliferation via circadian clock genes,79) and that
the sympathetic nervous system also favors bone resorption by
increasing the expression of RANKL.80) In humans, evidence
that leptin may mediate central control of bone mass comes
from studies of children with congenital leptin deficiency.
Children with congenital leptin deficiency are markedly obese,
yet they present with normal age- and sex-related wholebody BMD, despite also presenting with hypogonadism and
hyperparathyroidism.81,82) This finding supports the possibility
that leptin deficiency may act centrally to confer a protective
effect on the developing skeleton in a hormonal environment
that should result in low bone mass, and is further supported
by the finding that 2 children with congenital leptin deficiency
were found to have a high bone mass phenotype.83)
Adiponectin is a hormone involved in regulating glucose
levels, as well as fatty acid breakdown. In humans it is encoded
by the ADIPOQ gene and is produced in adipose tissue.
However, in contrast to leptin, circulating adiponectin levels
decrease with increasing fat mass.84) Adiponectin appears to
have a protective effect in various processes such as energy
metabolism, inflammation, and cell proliferation.84) Adiponectin
deficiency in mice negatively impacts cortical and trabecular
compartments,85) but in children and adults, an inverse relationship exists between adiponectin and bone.86-88) Thus, in obesity,
a lower serum adiponectin level may protect the skeleton, a
finding which appears to contradict the metabolically protective
effect that high levels of leptin have in leaner individuals.
However, animal studies suggest that the impact of adiponectin
on bone mass may be age-related, due to a switch in the action
of adiponectin from peripheral to central over time.89) Adiponectin knockout mice have a high bone mass resulting from
increased bone formation. However, over time, they develop
severe low bone mass. This was explained by the fact that early
on, adiponectin acts directly on osteoblasts to prevent their
proliferation and increase osteoblast apoptosis, but over time,
this action is obscured by adiponectin signaling centrally in
the neurons of the locus coeruleus to decrease sympathetic
tone. As a result, increasing bone mass and decreasing energy
expenditure occurs, thus partially opposing leptin’s central
influence on the sympathetic nervous system.90) Other adipo-
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kines have been implicated in the regulation of bone mass and
are described elsewhere,91,92) although the relationship of these
adipocytokines with bone parameters in obese children is
unknown.

development of MRI sequences in combination with novel
approaches to image analysis may provide an additional method
of assessing factors that impact bone microstructure and
strength at other skeletal sites.

Future directions

Conclusions

Previous studies examining the relationship between
excessive adiposity and skeletal development in children
demonstrate a number of challenges that should be addressed
in future studies. The developing skeleton is exposed to
alterations in hormones, particularly during puberty, that are
affected by increasing adiposity. As obese children enter puberty
and reach final adult height and peak bone mass accrual at an
earlier stage, comparing skeletal parameters in normal weight
and obese children is challenging. Moreover, the difference
in hormonal patterns between developing males and females
together with differences in the timing of peak height velocity
demonstrate the need to adopt a sex-specific approach in
assessing the impact of fat mass on bone in children and
adolescents. Future prospective extended longitudinal studies of
both weight-bearing and non–weight-bearing skeletal sites are
necessary to examine the site-specific differences in the effects
of fat on bone in males and females. Careful consideration is
required to determine whether the negative impact of obesity
on skeletal development is confined to pathogenic fat depots,
and whether excessive fat mass results in alterations in skeletal
microarchitecture and strength that results in skeletal fragility
and fracture. Identifying factors that may lead to skeletal fragility
and the period of development during which these factors have
their greatest impact will help to refine approaches to improve
skeletal health, and thus reduce the higher incidence of fractures
in obese children.
The advent of HRpQCT has provided a noninvasive
approach to understand changes in cortical and trabecular
microarchitecture and strength during skeletal development,
and a means to assess endogenous and exogenous factors that
may alter skeletal integrity and strength. However, HRpQCT
measurements are confined to the distal 9 mm of the radius and
the tibia, and may not necessarily reflect changes occurring at
proximal appendicular sites and central skeletal sites, such as the
vertebrae. Additionally, HRpQCT poses additional challenges in
children as the site measured changes as children grow, making
comparative studies between different age groups challenging.
pQCT provides a means of overcoming these challenges in the
proximal appendicular skeleton, but is limited by resolution
when assessing trabecular compartments. The use of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) to assess peripheral and central
skeletal sites may help to overcome these issues with the added
value of posing no radiation risk. The use of magnetic resonance
ultrashort time echo sequences has enabled the quantification
of cortical bone parameters based upon cortical bone water
concentration and cortical bone porosity.93,94) More recently,
engineering models have been applied to the textural features
of the trabecular envelope using multiple MRI sequences,
demonstrating a close correlation between trabecular microstructural parameters assessed by HRpQCT.95) Thus, the future

Studies to date clearly suggest that obesity during childhood
has the potential to drive deviation away from genetically
predicted skeletal development. However, limitations with
imaging modalities, challenges with longitudinal studies, and
differences in age, sex, and degree of adiposity between cohorts
has resulted in conflicting results. Collectively, evidence points
towards a fat mass threshold, which if exceeded during critical
points in skeletal development, particularly adolescence, may
result in skeletal fragility and ultimately increased fracture risk.
This threshold is not known and could vary by age and pubertal
development, but may be determined by deposition of fat in
sites associated with other metabolic consequences such as
visceral and muscle fat depots. In turn, changes in adipokines
and other hormones may precipitate an alteration in skeletal
architecture that limits the positive impact that lean mass
imparts on bone, or may directly impact bone development
and metabolism. While this field of research has led to greater
insight into the relationship between childhood obesity and
bone, in a society where childhood obesity has become more
prevalent, further work is required to understand how the
developing skeleton changes in response to escalating fat mass,
when and why these changes occur, and the resulting risks.
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